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Specialty Sanders

Radius 3” x 5” Orbital Sanders
This innovative sander was designed to help OEMs and maintainers deal with the concave surfaces of certain aircraft jet intakes.
In the past, sanders would only make contact with the outer edges of the abrasive on concave surfaces.
These tools follow the contour of the aircraft skin providing even contact over the entire
abrasive surface. Lightweight and rugged composite housing with patented
bearing design for extended motor life.
x Designed in cooperation with Lockheed Martin for F-22 intakes
x Designed in cooperation with Northrop Grumman for F-35 intakes
x Bypass exhaust prevents contamination of work surfaces
x Available in two sizes for narrow and wide concave areas
x Backup pad extended nose and tail allows sander to accept 5” disc abrasives

%

Sanders include:
x Curved J-Hook backup pad for hook & loop abrasives
x Swivel adapters for ¾” and 1” vacuum hose
x Wrist support
x Standard 3/16” orbit and 10,000 RPM
x 1/4” (6.4mm) Air inlet
x % certified
F-22 Raptor

%
F-35 JSF Intake

Radius 3" x 5" Orbital Sander (76 x 101 mm)
Motor
Sound Air Consumption
NSN GSA Radius
HP (W)
Level
CFM (LPM)
Model
17 (460)
675-10341J-56R
Ë Short 0.28 (178) 80 dB

1.5 (0.7)

675-10341J-66R

1.5 (0.7)

Ë

Long

0.28 (178)

80 dB

17 (460)

Weight
lbs (kg)

Dimensions
inch (mm)

Price

Radius Pads
NSN GSA
Model
672-401J-56R
Ë

Size

Holes

Radius

Abrasive
Attachment

3x5

33

Short

J-Hook

672-401J-66R

3x5

33

Long

J-Hook

Ë

Price

L Bypass Exhaust channels the compressed air exhaust into the central vacuum line eliminating possible work surface contamination.
L All tool performance ratings measured @ 90 PSI (620 kPa) compressed air pressure.
Ë Available on GSA Advantage website @ www.GSAadvantage.gov
Ç This item has an NSN - See Model / NSN table on page 4.

Call 732-363-2100 / 800 248-8650 or Order 24 hours a day from our website @ www.JClayton.com

